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"You take the high road,
And I'll take the low road . . .PP
Photo by McWilliams
The open road seems to be the theme suggested to the editors by this
wintry view of the Old National Highway, U. S. 40, past Rose. Mr. Tracy in
his article "Gearing for War" suggests that the Selective Service should
operate to keep the road open for industrial employment of the engineer, since
he will serve in this capacity more efficiently than with troops.
GEARI\G FOR WAR
TAU BETA PI PRIZE WINNING ESSAY
WHEN, in 1917, we entered the first World War we were almost totally unpreparedfor such an undertaking. Our standing army was ridiculously small and ill-
equipped. Had it not been for our allies who held the enemy in check while an army
was raised, trained, equipped, and transported overseas, we might well have been de-
feated. Today, faced with the possibility of another struggle, the people of the United
States, while determined to remain out of the war if possible, are equally determined to
avoid the mistakes made in 1917. We cannot afford to take the chance that we might
not have to fight. We must be prepared to protect our rights and if necessary fight for
our liberty. We must therefore prepare to meet any emergency.
The question has often been raised by engineers and engineering students as to how
they will fit into the preparedness program. Will they take part in the actual fighting
or will they be placed in some other, equally important service?
Statistics show that there is a great shortage of engineers. Engineers are needed
to help organize industry, to devise machines and methods of turning out war materials,
and to convert plants designed to turn out peace time articles into ones that can produce
tanks, guns, ammunition, and many other articles needed in time of war. It has been
estimated that at the present rate at which engineers are being graduated from our col-
leges it would take five or six years to make up the shortage which now exists. How,
then, can these requirements be met?
There are several points which might be considered in this connection. Briefly they
are:
1. Make use of all available engineers. This for the most part means excusing
them from actual military service. Of course some engineers will be needed as officers
in the Engineers Corps, but this number should be cut down to a minimum. Engineers
with no previous military training should not be taken into the army but should be
placed in industry in such a manner as to make the best use of their abilities and train-
ing. How this can be done is a problem in itself.
2. Speed up the education of engineers. It has been suggested that engineering
colleges have a summer term. A four-year course would then be completed in three
years. This would undoubtedly work a hardship on the students, but in time of emer-
gency it is up to each citizen to sacrifice his personal comfort for the good of his
country.
3. Conduct short courses in specialized subjects for high-school graduates or for
those who have had one or two years of college and who are not now qualified to hold
an important place in the program. For instance, a person with little or no technical
knowledge might be taught in a short time to inspect castings, which is, of course, an im-
portant job. The utilization of such men in important but routine positions would re-
lease many engineers for positions requirin g more technical knowledge.
Some discussion will surely be raised o ver the idea of excusing engineers from act-
ual military service. Men in other branches of industry will ask, "If engineers are ex-
empted why shouldn't we be?" The answer is, of course, that many of them should and
will be excused, but only those who will be of greater value in the industrial mobilization
than in the military mobilization.
In conclusion, it seems that if the preparedness program is carried out efficiently
and successfully the place for most engineers will be in industry. There he will be serv-
ing his country every bit as faithfully as the man in the uniform.
by John E. Tracy, e.e., '41
- RAYING
TN 1895, in his laboratory in Wurz-
I burg, Bavaria, Professor Rontgen,
a German physicist, with his discov-
ery of the phenomena of X-rays,
opened the door to a field of experi-
mentation whose subsequent results
were to provide invaluable informa-
tion to add to the world's scientific
literature concerning atomic struc-
ture, engineering, crystallography,
medicine, bacteriology, and philoso-
phy. Practically revolutionizing the
field of medicine in past years,
X-rays are now becoming indis-
pensable to the field of industry.
The extent of the application of X-
rays appears interminable, and one
cannot fully appreciate their useful-
ness in industry without a thorough
knowledge of the development and
the extreme uses to which X-rays
are now subjected.
Although the non-medical appli-
cations of X-rays are of comparative-
ly modern development, many ex-
periments and uses were suggested
soon after their discovery. One in-
teresting application called the
Izombard process of printing by X-
rays was set up experimentally in
1899. A number of sensitized sheets
were piled up, and the copy whose
ink was semi-opaque to X-rays was
placed on top. The whole mass was
then radiographed, and it was found
that a mass of paper 2" thick could
be successfully printed without un-
due distortion. Needless to say, ob-
vious practical difficulties caused this
system to be abandoned.
The practical significance of the
radiography of metals was recog-
nized as early as 1896, one year after
the discovery of the X-ray, when
Professor Wright (Yale) radiograph-
ed a metallic weld and disclosed a
fracture which was not apparent up-
on external examination. So far,
radiography is the only method yet
discovered by which the mechanical
I\DUSTRY
by Winston H. Cundiff, ch.e., '42
X-rays are no longer laboratory curiosi-
ties, but new developments have made
them useful tools for the engineer. For
many years they have been used by
doctors and dentists to detect fractures
and decay. They are now being used to
detect these same faults in industrial
products.
In his article Mr. Cundiff presents a brief
history of the development and perfection
of X-ray equipment. Of special interest to
the engineering student is his discussion
of the important. new industrial uses
which have been devised for X-rays.
strength of welds can be estimated
without destroying the weld. Modern
industrial applications of the X-ray
fall into two divisions: radiography
or photographic methods, and X-ray
crystal analysis. Radiography, how-
ever, is the more important. Flaws
and cracks constantly appear in
engineering materials only after ex-
pensive machining or use. If X-rays
could be used to examine all cast-
ings, this method would be used
universally, but there is a limiting
thickness. The complicated form of
some castings bars them from inspec-
tion by X-rays. The X-ray photog-
raphs of castings reveal departures
from homogeneity in the form of
blowholes, cracks, and gas inclu-
sions. The interpretation of these
photographs in terms of mechanical
strength requires some expericence,
but to the trained observer the
radiograph becomes an infallible
guide to the soundness of the ma-
terial. By stereoscopic methods the
position and dimensions of internal
flaws can be determined with great
accuracy.
Another X-ray application is the
inspection of assembled products,
the successful unit operation of
which depends upon the correctness
and completeness with which its
constituent parts are installed. In
such cases X-ray installations have
displaced clumsy, inefficient, expen-
sive inspection systems. Golf balls
are inspected in this manner to de-
termine the accuracy with which
their cores are centered. Many food
packers also use this method of in-
specting finished products for for-
eign objects which may have passed
unnoticed through screens, separa-
tors, and electric eyes.
Practically all airplane parts sub-
ject to strain are analyzed by X-ray
before passing final inspection, and
all steam tubing used in warships
is radiographed, forestalling failure
in crucial moments. The develop-
ment of X-ray apparatus has result-
ed in the production of portable out-
fits for various purposes. One public
utility company uses such a unit to
inspect poles as they stand, thereby
saving the needless expense of re-
placing poles whose exterior appear-
Courtesy Scientific American
High speed X-ray photographs show the progress of a bullet through a block of wood.
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ance is doubtful but whose main
bodies are sound. Plumbers and
builders are using portable X-ray
apparatus to locate wires and pipes
in the walls of buildings and to de-
termine the extent of corrosion in
ferro-concrete structures. California
and Arizona fruit growers use one
hundred X-ray machines to inspect
their fruit crop. Recently after a
severe frost California growers sal-
vaged two million crates of oranges
worth seven million five hundred
thousand dollars by means of X-ray
examination of the fruit. Under ordi-
nary methods of external examina-
tion it is impossible to detect a frost-
bitten orange from a good one. The
modern filling-station attendant's
"X-ray your tires" will soon be as
commonplace as his "check your
oil, sir", for radiographs of tires
while on the wheel can prevent many
accidents caused by casing failures.
X-rays are working with science in
the explosives industries determin-
ing how explosive properties and
general sensitivity and stability are
affected by changes in atomic ar-
rangement.
Discovery
While experimenting with a highly
exhausted Crooks' vacuum tube
(fig. 1) on the conduction of elec-
tricity through gases at low pres-
sures, Rontgen observed that some
barium platinocyanide crystals which
were in the vicinity of the apparatus
became brilliantly flourescent al-
though the discharge tube was cov-
ered with black paper which com-
pletely screened off the visible light
emitted. He further observed that
when objects were placed between
the screened tube and a card on
Photo Courtesy Iron Age
Flaws and blow holes are shown in the
weld metal by the X-ray photograph.
which the crystals were spread, they
cast a shadow on the card. In this
manner Rontgen was the first to dis-
cover, though not the first to produce,
what he then called X-ray, rays
which we now call in honor of their
discoverer Rontgen rays. Rontgen
rays are located on the spectrum
band beyond the ultra-violet rays as
we progress toward radiation of
shorter wave length. To give a
further clarification to the relative
energy properties of Rontgen rays,
the quantum theory compares the
number of volts necessary to pro-
duce a given radiation by electrical
discharge with the wave length of
that particular radiation. In this re-
lationship visible light rays corre-
spond to a few volts, while Rontgen
rays range from 100 to 100,000 volts.
Three remarkable properties which
these newly discovered rays pos-
Fi9ure
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sessed were: 1, the power to pass
through materials which were
opaque to ordinary light; 2, the abil-
ity to cause luminescence in certain
materials; 3, the ability to ionize
gases and make them conductors of
electricity. These last two properties
led to methods of measurement of
the intensity of the radiation pro-
duced by observing these phenomena
quantitatively.
Since the time of Rontgen's dis-
covery with the Crooks tube, several
tubes have been designed and built
which produce the required radia-
tion more efficiently and in a more
concentrated beam. The principal
difference in these tubes is the meth-
od used to supply the electrons for
the cathode stream.
In the old Rontgen tube (fig. 2)
the electrons were supplied by a
Fi gyre E
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small amount of gas in the tube at
low pressure. In the tube the elec-
tron stream under high potential
moved from the cathode to the anti-
cathode or to the target, early made
of platinum and later tungsten.
One of the principal difficulties in
the operation of the old type Rontgen
tube was encountered when ex-
tremely high voltage discharges
were used and the target was heated
to elevated temperatures. Upon
cooling, the target adsorbed or dis-
solved the residual gas in the tube,
and the electrical discharge neces-
sary for the excitation of the atoms
on the target could not be obtained
because there were no ions present
to carry the current. To surmount
this difficulty a small tube contain-
ing a gas-bearing material was in-
corporated in the side wall of the
main bulb of the tube. When the
supply of the residual gas became
low, this tube was connected by
means of a metallic conductor to the
cathode (Fig. II) , and the resulting
discharge through the gas-containing
substance liberated the small amount
of gas necessary for operation. This
procedure required an experienced
X-ray technician for satisfactory per-
formance since the character of the
X-rays depends upon the current
which in turn depends upon the
number of ions present as conduc-
tors. The anode in the old Rontgen
tube was formerly thought to be of
aid in focusing the electron stream
on the target, but this has been
proved to be false. Actually the
function of the anode on this score
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was negligible. Later tube designers
eliminated this extra anode entirely
and were highly successful with
their resulting apparatus.
The Coolidge tube (fig. 3) devel-
oped by Dr. Coolidge in 1913 de-
pends upon the evaporation of elec-
trons from an incandescent filament
for its supply of electrons to the
cathode stream. The target of the
Coolidge tube is solid tungsten.
Another form of the hot cathode ray
tube was developed at about this
time by Lilienfeld of Germany. In
Lilienfeld's apparatus the electrons
were produced in a reservoir and
"boosted" by means of an auxiliary
high tension circuit to a small open-
ing communicating with the main
tube. Here, the principal high po-
tential circuit hurled them across the
tube to the target at extremely high
velocities. One other type of X-ray
tube to be mentioned is the
"Metalix", whose merit lies in the
fact that it is made, to a large degree,
from metal. It emits rays through a
small opening and therefore elimi-
nates the use of clumsy "tube boxes"
which were formerly necessary to
protect the operator from the power-
ful radiations.
The formation of X-rays is in all
cases due to the excitation of atoms
on the target by the impact of the
electrons which are moving at very
high speeds. It is thought that the
atoms on the target absorb kinetic
energy from the exchange of mo-
mentum and re-radiate this energy
in the form of X-rays. These are
somewhat analogous to the flashes of
light seen when two bodies traveling
at high velocities collide. The
outstanding attribute of Rontgen
rays is the fact that they are able to
penetrate materials opaque to ordi-
nary light. The degree of penetration
is dependent upon the atomic
weights of the chemical elements in
the material, penetration being
greater into elements with low
atomic weights.
In conclusion, the discovery and
study of X-rays has had an especial-
ly important influence on the de-
velopment of physics. The proper-
ties of conducting gases led to the
discovery of electrons and radio-
active bodies. The diffraction of X-
rays by crystals has given new life
to crystallography and to the study
of the whole of the fine structure of
matter. At the same time it enabled
X-ray spectra to be obtained. The
last, through Mosely's law, has
rendered the unity of the structure
of the chemical elements indisput-
able and supplied to the Bohr atom
its strongest support. The high fre-
quency of X-rays brings out more
clearly the role of light quanta and
verifies Einstein's law on the photo-
electric effect. X-rays afford ground
particularly favorable to the growth
of new ideas concerning the theories
of radiation, ideas which may one
day lead to the unifying of the wave
and the corpuscular theories of radi-
ation.
CUE FOR COMMENT
The Technic staff would like to
gripe. At the risk of marring the
yuletide spirit and the pleasures of
vacation, we would like to lament.
We have worked hard (some have,
anyhov,7) to put out a good magazine.
For last year's cover design by Allen
T. Wilson we won HONORABLE
MENTION and through John E.
Bartmess's contributions to the
Alumni Section we have the FIRST
place among the 24 magazines of the
E. C. M. A. And that competition
is pretty stiff!
But what does that mean? There
are awards on every section of the
magazine. There are awards for
feature articles, editorials, illustra-
tions, and above all for the BEST
ALL-AROUND MAGAZINE. There
is absolutely no reason why we can't
have a few of those laurels for Rose.
We think we've been putting out a
good magazine, but now on this eve
of yearly resolution, we want to plan
for an even better magazine for next
year. And that is our trouble—as the
Chemical might put it, we've hit an
end point, or, as the M.E. or double
E. would have it, we're at a point of
maximum efficiency. In plain words,
however, we're in a RUT! Perhaps
a high rut, yet with help it could be
higher. I say, "with help," because
we don't KNOW what to do!
We can't criticize the work we've
been over and over, while YOU can!
We can't find what won't be liked in
hours of reading through these 28
pages, yet in a few minutes YOU
may be pleased or disgusted with the
material you find printed in YOUR
magazine. Yet we'll not KNOW un-
less YOU TELL US! That is the
Christmas greeting we want from
you. We hope you can raise--the
proverbial—with us for something
you don't like in the Technic. Rest
assured WE'LL appreciate YOUR
Christmas comments.
Then, but not until, the staff of the
Rose Technic extends its heartiest
wishes to all who find their way into
this part of the magazine a most
enjoyable vacation, a MERRY
CHRISTMAS, and a continued
HAPPY NEW YEAR! —The Editor
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SECO\DARY ALUMI\U
by Richard O. Driskell, m.e., '43
QECONDARY metals are of great
0
 
importance in the economic sys-
tem of the world. J. P. Dunlop of
the United States Bureau of Mines,
in defining secondary metals, says:
Secondary metals are those recov-
ered from scrap metals, sweepings,
skimmings, and drosses, and are so
called to distinguish them from
metals derived from ores, which are
termed 'primary metals.' The dis-
tinction does not imply that second-
ary metals are of inferior quality,
for metals derived either from ore
or from waste material vary in pur-
ity and in adaptability to use in mak-
ing certain products.
The importance of secondary
metals can be shown by the fact that
the annual turnover of scrap metals
is equal to about half the output of
primary metal.
The main industrial section of the
United States lies north of the Ohio
River and east of the Mississippi
River. The important scrap metal
dealers are situated in this area.
Metal that is collected in other sec-
tions is shipped to the larger dealers
in such cities as Detroit, Cleveland,
Chicago, Buffalo, St. Louis, Pitts-
burgh, and Cincinnati. The scrap is
collected by small junk dealers who
ship the metal to the larger dealers.
The remelters obtain their scrap
from these large dealers. There are
about six central aluminum re-
melters in the United States special-
izing exclusively in the production
of secondary aluminum. Some manu-
facturers who are important con-
sumers of aluminum have found it
more profitable to install recovery
plants than to sell their scrap to out-
side remelters. In the future the
number of these small recovery
plants will probably decrease as the
complexity of aluminum scrap has
been rapidly increasing.. The large
remelters have properly equipped
The production of enough metal for our
increased industrial activity and national
defense needs has become a major prob-
lem. It would be even more difficult if
all of the metal had to be won from the
ore. Today, large qucrntities of secondary
or reclaimed metals are being used. The
rise in prices and diminution of the supply
has made this a desirable and profitable
enterprise.
Mr. Driskell discusses the secondary
aluminum industry, including collecting,
testing, crnd remelting the scrap and solv-
es the problems that are met at each step.
laboratories and can therefore pro-
duce a much higher grade of second-
ary aluminum.
Raw material for the production of
secondary aluminum varies greatly
in composition, availability, grade,
character, desirability, and price.
This material is divided into two
main classes: market scrap and pro-
cess scrap. Market scrap is any kind
of scrap available for purchase in
the open market. Process scrap is
scrap arising from the production of
manufactured articles which is re-
used in the original plants.
All scrap is sorted and graded to
increase the value and recovery in
melting. The junkman sorts his scrap
roughly, but the remelters must ac-
curately classify the scrap before it
is sent to the furnace. Various tests,
either chemical or physical, are used
in sorting to assist in the identifica-
tion of material. Such tests as hard-
ness, bending, color, and fracture
are used. These tests and many
others are used by the large re-
melters to determine the percentage
of pure aluminum that is in the vari-
ous alloys that are on the market to-
day. Aluminum scrap and wastes are
ordinarily given some preliminary
treatment prior to furnacing. This
treatment depends upon the classifi-
cation of the scrap. Much of the
scrap metal must be cleaned, dried,
baled, ground, or screened.
In melting certain classes of alu-
minum scrap, the prevention or con-
trol of oxidation is one of the most
important problems before the
metallurgists. Clean heavy scrap
may be melted like pig metal with
minor oxidation loss, but serious
losses may occur in melting light or
finely divided scrap unless proper
precautions are taken. High oxida-
tion losses correspond to low recov-
eries in secondary aluminum prac-
tice. The normal loss due to oxida-
tion in remelting the various classes
of scrap in part determines the prices
which are paid for these materials.
Aluminum oxidizes readily in air at
ordinary temperatures, but the rate
of oxidation increases with the tem-
perature, and in the liquid state it
is extremely rapid. Various methods
have been suggested, patented, and
used in practice for preventing or
reducing oxidation of aluminum
scrap on melting. Briefly, these
methods involve the exclusion of air
and the promotion of coalecsence by
chemical or mechanical means. In
practice some combination of the
various methods are used. A liquid-
flux cover prevents contact of the
hot furnace gases with the metal,
and as a rule the fluxing cover is of
such composition that it will have
some solution effect upon aluminum
oxide. The principal fluxes used in
aluminum melting are comprised of
metallic salts, chiefly alkali and al-
kaline-earth chlorides and fluorides.
One patented flux is a mixture of
sodium fluoride and zinc chloride.
Many types of furnaces have been
used in practice for melting alumi-
num and aluminum alloy scrap and
waste, and wide differences of
opinion have been held as to the
most suitable furnaces for this class
of work. In the last few years there
has been a definite trend toward
standardization, particularly where
tonnage is important, with the de-
velopment of the stationary-hearth
open flame furnace for aluminum
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melting. Where certain scraps and
wastes are melted in small lots,
stationary iron pot and crucible fur-
naces are satisfactory.
The recoveries or yields obtained
in melting aluminum scrap vary
widely and depend mainly upon the
general character and conditions of
the materials. Considerably higher
recoveries are obtained from clean,
heavy scrap than from dirty and
light material. Methods of pre-treat-
ment, furnacing and fluxing, and
skill of furnace hands are important
factors in determining the yields ob-
tained, more especially in the case
of finely divided scrap. The recovery
from untreated scrap is substantially
less than cleaned or otherwise pre-
treated material. Recoveries range
from 50 for grindings to 96 for
clean castings.
The development of the szcondary
aluminum industry, both in the
United States and abroad, has been
brought about by economic necessity.
It has been reared by the demand of
consumers for metal at lower prices
than the aluminum producers have
seen fit to make. Secondary alum-
inum is available at three-fourths the
price of primary aluminum.
Many misapprehensions have been
and still are held by consumers of
MODER\
nR. GUSTAV EGLOFF was born
LI in New York City of parents
who came to this country from
Switzerland. After he had completed
his high school education, he went
to work in a mercantile establish-
ment.
He had relatively little interest in
higher education until he met the
girl whom he later married. She
awakened the desire for self-
improvement, and as a result, her
husband achieved the high position
in chemical research which he now
possesses.
Dr. Egloff attended Cornell Uni-
versity (1908-12) where he had ob-
tained a competitive state scholar-
ship. His interests in commercial
photography helped pay his college
expenses. He managed to study
chemistry as well as keep an active
interest in athletics, literature, soci-
ology, the theater, and the opera.
Dr. Egloff then entered Columbia
University and there received his
master of arts degree in 1913, and
his doctor of philosophy degree in
physical chemistry in 1915. At
Columbia he was assistant to Pro-
fessor T. B. Freas and was a Barnard
Research Fellow in 1914 and 1915.
aluminum regarding the quality and
possible utilization of pig metal made
from aluminum scrap. Consumers
generally have felt that secondary
aluminum is always distinctly in-
ferior to primary metal and that con-
sequently it cannot be used for vari-
ous purposes. The facts in the case
are that secondary aluminum can
be satisfactorily used for any pur-
pose where primary metal is regular-
ly employed. This means that sec-
ondary aluminum of the required
composition, properly made and re-
fined, is the metallurgical equivalent
of primary aluminum in every re-
spect.
E\GI\EERS
by John E. Bartmess, m.e., '41
In this, the third issue of "Modern
Engineers," Dr. Gustav Egloff is presented.
This brief biography of Dr. Egloff, some-
times addressed as "Gasoline Gus," has
been chosen for this page because of his
work in the petroleum industry. Prof. E. F.
Armstrong of London states, "Few men
are more widely known or popular at
gatherings of petroleum technologists than
Gus Egloff . . ."
The contributing editor wishes to ex-
press his thanks to the Universal Oil
Products Company of Chicago for the ma-
terial used in this review.
During World War I, Dr. Egloff
was employed by the United States
Bureau of Mines. Later he took the
position of chief chemist for the
Aetna Chemical Company which
was located at Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. Here his work consisted of
cracking oils, both experimentally
and commercially. At this time his
life was saved by a habit that he de-
tests—that of being late. He was late
to observe a plant test on cracking.
The test was an attempt of the com-
pany to develop one of the early
types of cracking equipment; the
equipment exploded and fatally
burned four workers.
Dr. Egloff became Director of Re-
search for Universal Oil Products
Company in 1917 and has been with
that company ever since. He has at-
tended a number of International
Conferences as a delegate and a
speaker. He has been recognized by
many national gas, petroleum, and
mining organizations. In 1933 he was
selected by the Columbia Broad-
casting Company to give several
broadcasts under the auspices of the
Science News Service. In 1934 he
delivered another radio broadcast at
the request of the American Chem-
ical Society.
Not only has Dr. Egloff made him-
self one of the most distinguished
chemists and chemical engineers,
but he has also greatly furthered the
activities of various technical organ-
izations. To list these organizations
would take at least two full pages.
In recent years Dr. Egloff has had
a place in the educational activities
of the nation. He has taught and
lectured at the University of Chi-
cago, Columbia, Princeton, North-
western, University of California,
University of Southern California,
Leland Stanford University, Univer-
sity of Missouri, University of
Illinois, University of Michigan, New
York University, Cornell, Purdue,
M. I. T., and the University of Ma n-
The Rose Technic
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chester, England.
He writes regularly of the "Crack-
ing Art" for the Annual Reviews of
Petroleum Technology. He was ap-
pointed through the board of di-
rectors of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers
to act in an advisory capacity to the
Museum of Science and Industry of
Chicago. He prepared both the pe-
troleum exhibit and the chemical
exhibit for the Century of Progress
Exposition at the Chicago Worlds
Fair. The Century of Progress Co-
mittee also requested him to prepare
a book on petroleum. The book,
Earth 0i/, was published in March
of 1933. Since that time he has pub-
lished several books on petroleum
hydrocarbons including a monograph
for the American Chemical Society.
Dr. Egloff is the author of three
hundred and seventy-five articles re-
lating to his industry and to the
chemistry of hydrocarbons. These
articles all reflect his intense interest
in the cracking and refining of oil
and are among the most scholarly
Photo Courtesy Converse Studios, Inc.
Dr. Gustav Egloff, the TECHNIC'S Engineer of the Month.
papers written on petroleum tech-
nology according to Dr. Charles S.
Palmer of Pittsburgh.
Two hundred and forty patents
have been issued to him in the
United States and abroad. These are
all related to the processing of pe-
troleum, coal, shale oil, and chemical
derivatives of hydrocarbons. He has
made the oil cracking process a com-
mercial actuality. Professor Mc-
Knight of the University of Texas
has stated:
"The vitalizing feature of the Eg-
loff invention is said to be the two
coil scheme—the principal of 'selec-
tive cracking.' This principle has
been of immense importance in the
art, and to this patent, according to
the court decision, is accorded the
credit for teaching this principle to
the world." With this and other in-
ventions Dr. Egloff has saved both
oil and money for the oil industry.
One of Dr. Egloff's associates
makes a number of very interesting
comments about him:
"Unquestionably he is keen and
has wide interests
and deep appre-
ciation of his asso-
ciates. He works
hard, frequently
without regard for
hours, and travels
great distances in
search of informa-
tion or to assist a
friend. He turns
out a large num-
ber of publica-
tions, some of
them of consider-
able length. And
still he is some-
times addressed as
"Gasoline Gus."
"If he knows a
subject at all, he
seems to be ready
on the spur of the
moment to discuss
it at length and in
great detail. Once
in an effort to
disqualify him as
an expert witness,
an attorney of the opposition asked
him to tell the court all he knew
about emulsions or some such sub-
ject. It took six weeks of the courts'
time for him to answer the question.
It is not to be supposed that he could
do this without studying and re-
freshing his memory between ses-
sions of the court, but obviously in a
case that was highly important to
know, he could not afford to give
the opposition any opportunity to
point out from his testimony that his
knowledge was limited."
He has played golf, but at the pres-
ent time his hobbies are walking
and working scientific problems of
the petroleum industry. He is very
enthusiastic and seems to possess an
unlimited amount of energy. Every-
body likes Dr. Egloff. His sense of
humor, depth of human interest,
and his highly retentive memory
make it a delight to know him. In
addition to having a great many
worthwhile ideas of his own, he
seems to have an uncanny ability to
find them in others. One of his
associates pays him as great a tribute
as any person could desire when he
describes him as, "a philosopher who
is appreciative of fine arts, a pleasant
associate, and a loyal friend."
Ch.E.'s Hear
Dr. Egloff in Chicago
Almost the entire junior and
senior membership of the Rose
A.I.Ch.E. attended the Chemical
Exposition held in Chicago Decem-
ber 11-15. The program of the ex-
position included lectures, motion
pictures, and commercial and sci-
entific exhibits. Dr. Egloff was heard
Friday night, December thirteenth.
His subject was "The Service of
Chemistry to Industry." Many alum-
ni were seen among the visitors.
From the student chapter's stand-
point the trip to the exposition was
a great success as much of Chicago
was seen in addition to the chemical
exposition.
—H. L. M.
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EDITORIAL SIDELIGHTS
Let There Be Light
There is a story, perhaps it is but
myth, that every freshman is told
before he is long in this institution of
higher learning. That story's prime
principle is to illustrate to the lowly
freshman the length of the final ex-
amination with which he is likely to
come in contact while at Rose. It
also shows that even back in the ages
before our time at school light did
not come readily to either the stu-
dent's mind or eye. That story, as I
remember it, was told me by a fra-
ternity brother something like this:
"We at school had just finished
our sophomore year with the excep-
tion of the final in integral. It was
one of those typical Terre Haute
dark rainy days. We went to that
exam and the hours dragged; two
o'clock, three o'clock, four, and final-
ly, as the hands on the clock in the
drawing room turned to the hour
five, each and everyone of us brought
forth from our possessions a candle,
propped it up on the desk, and lit
it."
Today the drawing room has
lights, beautiful mercury vapor ones.
I had a quiz in that room the other
day and they really are sweet. You
can see what you are doing. I have
been told that the machine design
room has the same sort of lights,
but, although I have seven hours a
week in that room, I did not find
them until a few minutes ago. Then
it was that I discovered them, with
the aid of a match and a diligent
reconnaissance, in the back of the
machine design office packed away
very neatly in cardboard boxes.
The class rooms still have lights
designed shortly after the gaslight
period. In thermo this morning I
noticed that one of the four lights
was out. It was hard to tell which
one it was when it was compared to
the three that were lighted. In econ
I could read my slide rule to but one
significant figure. Perhaps, as a mem-
ber of the senior class of the
country's best engineering school, I
should supplement this report with
data listing the actual footcandles of
light in each room. It seems, how-
ever, that the minimum light re-
THE DARK AGE
Gloom at its best is illustrated by the Machine Design room at
Rose. The room, under full illumination, was photographed with the
most sensitive film to be procured in Terre Haute.
quired may best be judged by the
eye.
This report has tried to show three
points:
1) We, the student body, are
thankful for the new mercury vapor
lights in the drawing room.
2) We request that the lights
purchased for the machine design
room be installed.
3) We believe that it would be
advantageous to all to replace the
burned-out light bulbs in the build-
ing, as well as those which still strive
to send their glow through the class
rooms, with larger lights.
—J. E. B.
Defects In Our Engineering
Educational System
Many of the criticisms which can
be made in general of present-day
technical education obviously do not
apply equally to all institutions as
there will naturally be found con-
siderable diversity not only in the
educational ideals of these institu-
tions, but in the degree of practical
application of such ideals. One of
TO THE LIGHT
The new fluorescent lamps in the drawing lab attract study groups
nearly every night. Possibly an over-developed film: the glare is
not as noticeable as pictured.
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the most widespread faults in our
educational system, however, is the
indiscriminate admission of unquali-
fied students to colleges and univer-
sities. This is evidenced by the high
student mortality rates in almost all
schools. The undesirability of such
a status is obvious. The unfortunate
students suffer from a loss of time
and money, which deprives many of
them of the opportunity to enter
fields in which they are really quali-
fied. The schools suffer as it lowers
the standard of teaching and in-
creases the cost of instruction.
Unfortunately, high school stand-
ings alone cannot be taken as sound
criteria of the student's ability. Much
can be done in the high schools,
however, in attempting to correlate
student abilities and vocations most
suited to them. Vocational guidance
courses in which the students are
exposed to the requirements, work-
ing conditions, and remuneration of
all types of occupation should be
requisite. Such a course would in-
clude vocational analysis tests, I. Q.
tests, and whenever possible, field
trips for the purpose of obtaining
first hand knowledge. Entrance ex-
aminations in all engineering schools
whereby the extent of a student's
natural analytical ability would be
indicated would also help solve the
problem.
This process of narrowing the stu-
dents' spheres of interest and studies
can be overdone, however, and this
tendency exists in many of our
engineering schools today. The trend
toward specialization in under-
graduate work to the injury of sound
basic education is a serious problem.
It is difficult to teach successfully
current engineering practice in spe-
cial fields to undergraduates. The
newer arts and techniques are ad-
vancing so fast that by the time texts
are printed, they are almost out of
date. Thus, by the time the student
has graduated and attained a re-
sponsible position in his chosen field,
(at least several years) , the methods
and facts presented while at college
are too often extinct and useless.
It also takes valuable time of the
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student which may be employed in
obtaining a more thorough under-
standing of, and training in, the
fundamentals of engineering and
their broad, rather than specialized,
applications. An overcrowded curric-
ulum leads to superficiality rather
than thoroughness, and thorough-
ness is a prime requisite of all suc-
cessful engineers. Thoroughness,
which includes and emphasizes
understanding, should be the first
objective of engineering training.
For all the time spent in speciali-
zation, probably ninety percent of
the students do not follow the field in
which they specialized when at
college. Circumstances and oppor-
tunity for employment play the most
important part in the ultimate selec-
tion. In other words, practically all
the time and effort spent is for
naught, except insofar as it may be
useful training in application of
fundamentals and thoroughness.
And then there is the matter of
insufficient training in the logical ap-
proach to an engineering problem.
Engineering schools seem to vie with
each other in publicizing extensive
curricula in which subject matter is
stressed rather than training. The
idea seems to be that the best college
is the one which has the most elab-
orate and extensive curriculum, with
special emphasis on laboratory
courses. Having announced such a
full program, the attempt to carry
it out must be made. Here is where
the mistake is made. The student is
expected to learn more and more in
a given time. The courses must be
streamlined with short-cuts so that
he can complete the work outlined
in the curriculum. To obtain high or
even passing grades, he is forced to
memorize extensively—he cannot
take time to think. Thus, the main
purpose of engineering education, a
thorough understanding of basic
fundamentals and training in their
logical use are defeated. And as
W. H. Carrier of the Carrier Corp-
oration says, "Employers do not
want human slide rules or walking
encyclopedias of engineering knowl-
edge. They want graduates trained
in logical thinking, in habits of
thoroughness, and in the scientific
method of approach." —E. B.
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Trend of Aircraft Design
Recently the U. S. Navy tested
the Grumman "Skyrocket", an all-
metal, single-seat, pursuit ship pow-
ered with two 1,200 horsepower air-
cooled Wright engines. One of the
outstanding features of this ship is
that the two Curtiss, electric, full-
feathering propellers rotate in op-
posite directions. This ship which
has been released for export has a
long range operating radius and an
estimated top speed of 450 miles per
hour at 16,000 feet.
The Skyrocket can easily out-
maneuver any single-motored pur-
suit ship because of its light weight
of only 9,000 pounds and its excess
power. With only seventy per cent
of the power of one engine, the air-
plane can maintain a speed of 250
miles per hour.
One of the most important limita-
tions of high speed flying for the
future will be the "compressibility
effect" of air at speeds approaching
the velocity of sound-760 miles per
hour. At these high speeds air has a
tendency to break away from the
wing surface and form bubbles
which cause an enormous drag.
In wind tunnel research tests air
speeds of 2,000 miles per hour have
been reached. At these super-high
speeds aerodynamic characteristics
undergo a complete change, and the
air gets in a condition of turmoil.
These tests showed that speeds ap-
proaching the velocity of sound can
be reached through careful stream-
lining plus the reduction of wing and
fuselage areas and the use of flaps
to delay the bubble point effect.
The horizon of research has now
been extended to the study of the
substratosphere. New ideas of test-
ing are being employed in wind tun-
nels that assimilate the conditions of
density, temperatur,e, and pressure
of high altitudes.
edited by Alan W. Ker, m.e., '43
The substratosphere will be used
for the high speed airplanes of to-
morrow. The Grumman Skyrocket
with a top speed of 450 miles per
hour at 16,000 feet would have a
much higher speed if it were able to
operate efficiently at higher altitudes.
Army Tank Engines
Several months ago the Buda
Company placed in production the
Guiberson Aircraft Diesel engines.
These engines are of standard air-
cooled, radial design and develop
310 horse-power at 2400 revolutions
per minute. When equipped with a
supercharger, it is estimated they
will develop 500 horsepower and
have a total weight of about 700
pounds. The lightness gives them a
specific weight of only 1.40 pounds
per brake horsepower as compared
with 1.44 pounds per brake horse-
power for a 600 horsepower Pratt
& Whitney Wasp and 1.28 pounds
per brake horsepower for an Allison
engine of 1000 horsepower. The out-
standing advantage of the Guiberson
Diesel engine is its low fuel con-
sumption of .38 pounds per horse-
power hour. The average gasoline
aircraft engine's fuel consumption is
almost .50 pounds.
These Guiberson Diesel engines
made by the Buda Company have
been adapted for tank use. They are
equipped with a special fan, shroud-
ing, and baffles to ensure efficient
Courtesy Product Engineering
NEW RADIAL MOTOR FOR ARMY TANKS
The new Guiberson Aircraft Diesel engine develops 310 horsepower at 2400 revolutions
per minute.
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cooling during long periods of opera-
tion in the comparatively small tank
compartments. In the tanks the en-
gines develop a minimum of 250
horsepower at 2200 revolutions per
minute.
The successful performance of
these engines in tanks has caused
the Army to increase their past
orders so that now these engines are
in mass production. The tank engines
are assembled with the same care
that is given the aircraft engines and
after assembly are given the same
stringent tests. After a running-in
test of five hours has been made, the
engines are completely disassembled
and inspected for wear and unsatis-
factory performance. After reassem-
bly the engines are tested for horse-
power, oil consumption, and fuel
consumption.
Forge Welding
The Progress Welder Company
has developed a new process known
as "forge welding" for spot-welding
heavy sections. This process permits
spot-welding of one inch
thick iron and steel parts
which were previously con-
sidered impossible to weld
with conventional equipment.
The principle used is that
of ordinary forge welding,
known for centuries: how-
ever, the new process is very
rapid. A pressure of about
2000 pounds is applied to
the work and an interrupted
current is used to heat the
metal after which a hammer-
ing action of an additional
1000 pounds forges the weld.
A "Hydro-Booster" mount-
ed on the upper arm of the
spot-welder is used to hold
and hammer the metal. The
booster consists of two cham-
bers, one above the other,
both receiving compressed
air from a ninety pound fac-
tory line. The lower piston
supplies the initial 2000
pounds pressure for holding
the work while the upper
piston working independent-
ly superimposes rapid hammer blows
of approximately 1000 pounds per
blow. The combination of interrupted
heat with intermittent hammering
completes the welding operation.
This type welder is available in
different sizes and with optional
equipment. For production work, a
timer is available for accurately con-
trolling the sequence of operations
just as in spot-welding. A small unit
for portable spot-welding guns has
been designed that will handle work
up to one half of an inch thick.
Chronoscope
The chronoscope is a self-con-
tained, portable, electronic interval
timer developed for testing the veloc-
ity of rifle bullets. This device meas-
ures intervals between one millisec-
ond and two hundred milliseconds
(.001 to .200 seconds) on five differ-
ent ranges with an accuracy within
one percent of full scale.
The principle of operation of the
chronoscope is very old and simple;
however, it has been brought up to
date by the use of modern tubes and
circuit applications. It consists mere-
ly of passing a known current
through a ballistic galvanometer for
the length of time to be measured.
The time interval is determined by
the amount of swing of the galvan-
ometer pointer, since the maximum
deflection is directly proportional to
the time interval.
The galvanometer used in the
chronoscope is equipped with an
illuminated dial and special pointer
to facilitate reading of the swing.
It has a period of approximately five
seconds. The galvanometer current
is supplied by self-contained bat-
teries, and the switching operation is
performed electronically. A thyra-
tron type of switching circuit has
been employed instead of the con-
ventional plate to plate capacity-
coupled circuit for two reasons.
First, the current flowing through
the galvanometer can be adjusted
and set at a steady rate without re-
gard to transient current. Secondly,
the circuit locks out after
the galvanometer current
has been cut so that subse-
quent impulses can not affect
the switching tubes.
HEAVIER WELDS WITH NEW SPOT WELDER Courtesy Machinery
Welding by a combination of interrupted heat and intermittent
hammering with the new forge welder.
To
the
tions
check the operation of
chronoscope, calibra-
at both ends of each
range are made by means of
oscillograph records using a
frequency standard as the
time reference. After the
condition of the batteries has
been checked by built-in in-
struments and the ballistic
constant of the meter has
been checked by the con-
denser
-discharge method,
the filaments of the tubes
are energized and the gal-
vanometer current set at a
steady rate. When these
three points have been
checked, there is always full
assurance of the accuracy
of the results that are ob-
tained.
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AROU\D THE CAMPUS
Faculty Members Active
Various members of the faculty
have been busy lately attending con-
ventions and fulfilling speaking en-
gagements. Some of their recent
activities are noted below.
Registrar
Miss Mary Gilbert, registrar; Dr.
Donald Prentice, president of Rose
Polytechnic Institute; and John M.
Phelps, admissions counselor, at-
tended the annual meeting of the
Association of Indiana College
Registrars at Purdue University,
November 7.
Dr. Prentice
Dr. Prentice
also attended
the meeting of
the Society for
the Promotion
of Engineering
Education of
which he is
president. The
meeting was held in Chicago, No-
vember 11 and 12, in conjunction
with the Association of Land Grant
Colleges and Universities.
Irvin P. Hooper
Irvin P. Hooper, new instructor
in mechanical engineering at Rose,
has been conducting a night class in
machine design at Dugger, Indiana.
These classes are held each Friday
with John T. Newlin, c.e., '43
night from seven to ten in the Cass
High School building in Dugger in
conjunction with the State Trade
Extension Course program in Indi-
ana. They are attended by a group
of about 15 strip-mine workers and
other local workmen who are inter-
ested in extra training and instruc-
tion in designing modern and effi-
cient machinery.
Professor Knipmeyer
Professor
Kn i p me yer,
head of the
electrical d e-
partment, at-
tended the Na-
tional Council
of State Boards
of Engineering
Examiners at
Charleston, S.
C. At the meeting he was elected
vice-president of the council. Pro-
fessor Knipmeyer's association with
engineering examiners boards is
gaining him quite a reputation. At
the annual meeting of the Engineers
of Indiana at Fort Wayne he spoke
on engineering registration. He is
also vice-chairman of the Indiana
State Board of Registration for Pro-
fessional Engineers.
R.O.T .C. Promotions
Announced
The following promotions were
announced by order of Captain
Henney, November 28:
To Cadet First Lieutenant: John
G. Appel, John E. Bartmess, Harry
R. Buell, William M. Hales Jr.,
Edward J. Klecka, and William D.
Schwab.
To Cadet Staff Sergeants: Harold
E. Bowsher, James R. Brown, Marion
B. Foley, Jack K. Kennedy, Leon L.
O'Dell, Benjamin K. Sollars, and
Eldon M. Sutphin.
The R.O.T.C. unit at Rose con-
sists of a battalion of engineers.
Members of the unit wear a blue
star on the sleeve of their uniform
emblematic of the grade of "excel-
lent" awarded at the inspection held
last spring. Besides class work in
military science and tactics the R. O.
T. C. students hold drill every Mon-
day from 3: 40 to 4: 40.
The following cadet first class
privates have been promoted to cadet
corporals: George C. Blakey, Carl
D. Peterson, Robert R. Pease, Roy
R. Baker Jr., Robert W. Mitchell,
Wayne C. Shanks, Joseph Pipp, Alan
W. Ker, Victor W. Tatelman, Howard
H. Irvin, Victor C. Utterback.
Radio Club Sponsors
Code Practice
The Rose Tech Radio Club met for
the second time this year, Thursday,
October 17, for the election of club
officers, nominations having been
made at the first meeting. John E.
Tracy, Rolland H. Buell, and Joseph
E. Dreher were elected to the offices
of president, vice-president, and
traffic manager, respectively. A gov-
erning board composed of George R.
Schull and Arthur M. Wood was
also selected.
The club, whose members own
and operate the 250-watt amateur
radio station, W9NAA, located on the
Rose campus, began a series of radio
code lessons November 18 for ama-
teur radio operators in the midwest
who are interested in learning radio
telegraphy. These lessons were given
each weekday evening, Monday
through Friday inclusive, for one
hour, 6: 30 to 7: 30 P. M., and will
continue until about December 18.
Station W9NAA operates at a fre-
quency of 1875 kilocycles. The first
part of each lesson is sent slowly for
the benefit of beginners.
Under the direction of Herman A.
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Moench, assistant professor of elec-
trical engineering at Rose, the club
has also sponsored a series of radio
code lessons for the benefit of the
students of Rose who are interested.
These sessions of code instruction in
sending and copying are held each
weekday from 12: 25 to 12: 45 P. M.
The primary object of these lessons
is to qualify those participating for a
class C operator's license.
CaMPUs Improvements
The opening of each school year
finds several new additions or im-
provements available in the main
building on the Rose Tech Campus,
and this year has been no exception.
The new fluorescent lamps which
are now in use in the drawing room
probably head the list of this year's
improvements. Each desk is now in-
dividually lighted, and shadows have
become a thing of the past. Lighting
facilities here can now be compared
favorably with any in the country.
Anyone who has worked in this room
on a dark afternoon in the past will
applaud this as one of the biggest
improvements in years.
The appearance of the campus at
night has been greatly improved by
the addition of a battery of flood-
lights focused on the front of the
building. These lights, which were
installed last June, have brought
many favorable comments from both
students and outsiders.
Excavation of the basement under
the Mechanical Engineering labora-
tory this summer has doubled the
available floor space in this depart-
ment which has been overcrowded
for years.
Another less apparent improve-
ment, whose importance will be
recognized by few, is the new roof
which now keeps the interior of the
main building dry. The entire roof
was resurfaced during the summer,
and protection from wind, rain, and
storm is now guaranteed for several
years to come.
Camera Club
This year the Camera Club is
operating on a new basis. Since the
revision of the Student Fund by the
Student Council last year the Club
has found that it is no longer neces-
sary to charge the members dues. A
change has also been made in the
furnishing of supplies to the mem-
bers, i. e., chemicals and papers. The
Club no longer furnishes mixed
solutions for the members. The dry
chemicals are kept on hand and sold
to the members in this form.
Not only has this system been a
saving to the fellows in the Club,
but the Club has been able to buy a
new enlarger. The enlarger is of
2 1/4 x 3 1/4 size, and has a Zeiss
Tessar f4.5 lens. A new enlarging
easel has also been purchased.
Rifle Club
The Rifle Club is looking forward
to a very successful year. The officers
for this year are Charles Howlett,
president; William Leedy, vice presi-
dent; and Alan Ker, secretary.
At the first meeting plans were
completed for opening the indoor
range early for practice before this
year's matches start. Thomas Lane,
the club manager, has arranged sev-
eral postal matches. One is with the
University of Southern California.
There are six letter men on the
rifle team this year, and the pros-
pects for having a good small-bore
team are very encouraging. Lieuten-
ant Bennett is the Rifle Club spon-
sor.
Most of the rifle team members
fired this fall on the outdoor range
under sponsorship of the military
department. The military department
offered marksman, sharpshooter, and
expert medals for those who fired
the .30 caliber matches and were
qualified to receive awards. The posi-
tions of the niatch were slow fire;
prone, sitting, kneeling, and stand-
ing, and rapid fire; standing to sit-
ting and standing to kneeling.
The following awards were made:
Expert Rifleman:
Victor W. Tatelman
The Alma Mater as seen with the new floodlights, the gift of the Class of '39.
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"DANCIN' WITH ANSON" AT THE MILITARY BALL
Largest crowd in several years attended Tau Nu Tau's Military Ball to hear Ansow Weeks
and his orchestra play a most successful dance.
Sharpshooter:
Alan W. Ker and John W.
Anderson
Marksman:
Marion B. Foley, George A.
Boesel, Thomas F. Lane, Von G.
Geckler, Robert R. Pease, Jack K.
Kennedy, Eldon M. Sutphin, Lloyd
Buckhalter, Benjamin K. Sollars,
Richard O. Driskell, Frank Jones,
James S. March, Leon L. O'Dell,
and Wayne L. Loving.
Military Ball
Outstanding Success
Romantic music, lovely ladies,
dashing uniforms, and a resplendent
atmosphere all combined to make
the 1940 Rose Military Ball an out-
standing success. The romantic music
was masterfully provided by Anson
Week's orchestra, and the lovely
ladies were made more lovely by
their graceful formals and colorful
corsages.
The ball, sponsored by the Rose
chapter of the Tau Nu Tau military
fraternity, was held December 7,
from nine to one, in the Mayflower
Room of the Terre Haute House. A
banquet for the members of Tau Nu
Tau and their girl friends was held
from eight to nine.
The honored guests for the ball
were: Dr. and Mrs. Paul Bogart, Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Prentice, Col. and
Mrs. Benjamin Wimer, Captain
Frederic Henney, Lieutenant and
Mrs. Paul Bennett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Wischmeyer. Chaperons for the
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Hutchins
and Mr. and Mrs. Knipmeyer.
As the couples who attended the
Military Ball entered the room, they
were presented to the honor guests,
the chaperons, and the officers of the
fraternity who formed a receiving
line. The officers of Tau Nu Tau are
William Hales, Quentin Jeffries,
William Schwab, and Robert Phelps.
Radio station WBOW broadcast
the music from the Mayflower Room
from 9: 30 to 10: 00.
The members of Tau Nu Tau and
their guests for the evening were:
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Hales;
Mr. and Mrs. J. Arnold Jones; Mr.
and Mrs. Eldon M. Sutphin; Mary
Jane Hunter, John G. Appel; Kay
Trout, Joseph W. Dreher; Jennie
Nelson, James E. Shake; Dorothy
Stirwalt, John R. Roberts; Wanda
Yaeger, Quentin R. Jeffries; Helen
Cooprider, Charles A. Howlett; Jean
E. Johnston, John E. Bartmess;
Helen Hirt, John L. Combs; Anne
Conway, George C. Harper; Clare
Ely, Edward J. Klecka; Carolyn
Parker, Robert D. Phelps; Harriet
Price, John E. Tracy; Nina Howlett,
Robert Ringo; Kay Conover, George
R. Schull; Joan Short, Clay Riley;
Betty Keator, Fred Wehle; Alice
Wilson, William D. Schwab; Betty
Gemmecke, Donald Logsdon; Martha
Barnett, Harold Bowsher; Francis
Haslem, James R. Brown; Mary
Helen Lyons, A. John Ullrich;
Virginia Asbury, Fred Nahm; Milli-
cent Martin, R. King Chalfant; Betty
Howells, Marion B. Foley; Barbara
Davis, Jack K. Kennedy; Jane
Newson, Leon L. O'Dell; Dolly Mc-
Cullough, William M. Hochstetler;
and Marjorie Creal. Clifford Roberts.
RECEIVING LINE Photo by Martin
Officers of Tau Nu Tau and the Honor Guests at the Military Ball, were:
reading left to right, front row: Mrs. Carl Wischmeyer, Mrs. C. C. Knipmeyer, Mrs. Donald
B. Prentice, Mrs. William Hales Jr., Miss Mary Gilbert and Miss Kathryn Dibble. Back row:
Quentin R. Jeffries, Miss Wanda Yeager, Col. Benjamin Wimer, Prof. Carl Wischmeyer, Major
C. C. Knipmeyer, Dr. Donald B. Prentice, Lieut. Paul D. Bennett, William M. Hales Jr., Mrs.
 R. E.
Hutchins, Mrs. Paul D. Bennett, Mrs. Benjcrmin E. Wimer, Capt. Frederic A. Henney, Capt. R. E.
Hutchins, Miss Alice Wilson, William D. Schwab, Miss Carolyn Parker and Robert D. Phelps.
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ALONG WITH THE SPORTS
edited by Michael W. Percopo, ch.e., '43
F ootball Lettermen Announced
The following men were awarded
the varsity letter and sweater in foot-
ball for the year 1940:
George Harper, Captain, Sr.
John Combs, Sr.
Raymond Hogan, Sr.
Roger Howle, Sr.
Albert Klatte, Sr.
Harold Bowsher, Jr.
James Brown, Jr.
Martin Cavanaugh, Jr.
Charles Muerer, Jr.
Earl Michaels, Jr.
Carl Miller, So.
George Mitchell, So.
Robert Mitchell, So.
Joseph O'Connell, So.
William Rumbley, So.
Donald Sweeney, So.
Jack Warwick, So.
William Bubeck, Fr.
George Cornelius, Fr.
William Morris, Fr.
Charles Van Meter, Fr.
Joseph Van Meter, Fr.
Joseph Walters, Fr.
Edward Klecka, Senior Manager.
The backbone of any football team
Basketball starts
It's
Here
Again
"Chani
e jife
4ret•
again with Joe Dreher and Charlie Meurer co-captaining the Rose teem for
the 1940-41 season.
is the group of unsung heroes who
come to football practice every day
regardless of whether or not they
get to play on Saturdays. These are
the boys who really love the game
and perhaps next year they too will
be the headliners. It takes a lot of
spirit to go to practice day after day,
and know that you are not going to
be awarded a letter, so let's give the
Rose Basketball Schedule for 1940-1941
December 4—At DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.
December 7—At Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.
January 10—At Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind.
January 14—At Oakland City College, Oakland City, Ind.
January 17—Joliet College, here.
January 22—At Shurtleff, Alton, Ill.
January 25—Aurora College, here.
February 7—At Aurora College, Aurora, Ill.
February 8—At Joliet College, Joliet, Ill.
February 13—Wabash College, here.
February 18—Oakland City College, here.
February 22—Shurtleff College, here.
February 24—Earlham College, here.
following men a rousing cheer for
their loyalty and wish them the best
of luck for next year.
Fred Nahm, Jr.
Richard Holthaus, So.
Harmon Rose, So.
Wilbur Sellers, So.
Mark Downing, Fr.
Richard Ellsworth, Fr.
Claude Hershey, Fr.
Kenneth Allison, Fr.
Ray Hoppenrath, Fr.
Managers:
John VanderVeer, Jr.
Lydon Eberly, So.
Robert Pettit, Fr.
Christy Jones, Fr.
Rose Places Second in
Indiana Conference
The "Fighting Engineers", winning
four of five Indiana Conference
games, finished in a tie for second
place dividing honors with the
"Purple Aces" of Evansville College.
Manchester College and Butler Uni-
versity shared honors for first place.
The Engineers got off to a fast
start in the race by defeating
Wabash, their traditional rival, for
the first time in 23 years. In their
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second Conference game, the Poly
men met defeat at the hands of
Evansville College. After a week's
layoff, accompanied by Phil Brown's
polishing, the Engineers came back
to win their three remaining Con-
ference contests in no uncertain
fashion.
In non-conference games, the
Engineers lost to Cape Gireadeau
Teachers of Cape Gireadeau, Mo.,
and Austin Peay Normal. Milton
College of Wisconsin suffered a
thrashing defeat at the hands of the
Engineers.
The totals for the year show 5
wins and 3 defeats, which is not bad
ball playing in any league. The Engi-
neers scored 163 points against the
opposition's 58 points.
Rose Grid Men Honored
on All Star Elevens
As the football season comes to an
end and conscientious football play-
ers draw puffs on pipes and cigar-
ettes for the first time in several
months, 'rival football coaches, offi-
cials, and sportswriters gather to de-
cide who was who in the gridiron
battles of the past season.
The "Fighting Engineers" placed
at least one man on every team
selected.
Following is a list of the Rose men
represented on the different All Star
elevens chosen by experts:
The All-Indiana Asociated Press
Conference Team
First Team—Al Klatte, F. B.
Second Team—Earl Michaels, Q.B.
Hal Bowsher, H. B.
Wm. Rumbley, E.
The Indianapolis Star's All Con-
ference Eleven
First Team—Hal Bowsher, H.B.
Second Team—Bill Rumbley, E.
Al Klatte, F.B.
The Indianapolis News' All Star
Team
First Team—Earl Michaels, Q.B.
Second Team—Hal Bowsher, H.B.
Third Team—Al Klatte, F.B.
The Coaches All Conference Foot-
ball Team
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Second Team—Earl Michaels, Q.B.
Honorable Mention—Al Klatte,
F.B. and Ray Hogan, T.
"Slinging Sammy" Michaels, the Indian-
apolis News selection for All-State quarterback.
Rose Downs Milton 38 to 0
The nation may have been cele-
brating Armistice Day, but Milton
College of Wisconsin certainly did
not find the Rose Poly "Fighting
Engineers" very peaceful in their
gridiron battle on that day. Despite
a raging wind accompanied by inter-
vals of heavy rain, the Engineers
highly polished scoring machine
went into action to defeat Milton
38 to O.
The stands were filled to capacity
for the first half, but the storm
reached such a ferocious temper in
the second half that the loyal fans
had to abandon their seats to seek
refuge in their cars.
Klatte started the ball rolling for
the Engineers late in the first period
when he intercepted a Milton pass
on their 38 yard line. Until then, the
first period had been nothing but a
nip and tuck affair. On the next two
plays Bowsher and Meurer collected
10 yards to put the ball on Milton's
28 yard line just as the first period
came to a close. On the first play in
the second quarter Jim Brown
skirted through tackle for 24 yards
to put the ball on the 4 yard stripe.
Joe O'Connell caught one from
Michaels to score the opening touch-
down of the game. Hogan's conver-
sion went haywire in the strong
wind.
The Milton aggregation retaliated
with a passing and running attack
which brought them to the Rose 12
yard line only to lose the ball on
downs. Milton returned a Rose punt
to their own 32. Michaels intercepted
a pass from Bladorn and ran 24 yards
before he was brought down on the
Milton 26. On the next play he
picked up 16 more yards on a fake
pass and then followed up with a
touchdown pass over the center to
Ellsworth. The wind was too much
for Hogan's try for the extra point.
The scoreboard at the end of the
half read Rose 12, Milton O.
Between halves the Military De-
partment put on a Military review
for the fans. Although the boys
found it hard to march and to keep
their hats on at the same time; they
came through with flying colors.
Hardly had the fans settled down
for the second half, when Earl
Michaels received the opening
kick-off and jackrabbited 80 yards
behind some swell blocking to score
the first of two touchdowns in the
third period. A blocked kick on
Milton's 21 yard line was carried by
the wind to the Badger's 2 yard
stripe to set the stage for the second
touchdown. Instead of kicking
against a strong wind, Michaels
passed to Rumbley for the conver-
High-scoring AI Klatte ranked first in the
Indiana Conference with a scoring record for
the season of 60 points.
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sion, making the score 25 to O.
Rose scored twice again in the
final quarter. Roger Howle and
George Mitchell turned on the steam
and were responsible for the first
score. Mitchell went over from the
one yard line and Charlie Van Meter
converted. Charlie Meurer set the
stage for the final touchdown by
intercepting a pass on Milton's 22
yard line. Al Klatte plunged through
the line several times finally going
over the goal line. Michaels passed
to Sweeney for the extra point.
Rose Wins Over Hanover
24-0
Playing for the second time in the
same week, the Rose Poly Engineers
defeated the Hilltoppers of Hanover
College 24 to 0, winning their fourth
Indiana Conference game, conse-
quently tieing for second place
honors with Evansville College.
Earl Michaels really went to town
in this game. His mighty right arm
accounted for 11 completions out of
14 attempted passes in the first half.
The passing combination of Michaels
and Bowsher proved too much for
Hanover. Altogether Rose attempted
21 aerials and completed 14.
Michaels got underway early in
the first period completing a pass to
Bowsher from Hanover's 45 yard
line for a first down on the Hill-
topper's 20. Hanover, however, got
back to midfield after recovering
Michael's fumble. "Mike" lost no
time in redeeming himself. He inter-
cepted a Hanover pass and ran it
back to the Hilltoppers's 22 yard
line. Michaels than rifled a pass to
Bowsher on the 7 yard line making
it first down and goal to go. Bowsher
carrying the ball on the next two
plays advanced it to the 1 yard line
from where Klatte went over for the
touchdown. This was Klatte's ninth
touchdown in four games and it put
him in a tie for first place in the
state's scoring race. Morris's at-
tempted conversion was no good.
The second quarter opened with
Klatte receiving a Hanover punt and
returning it to the Hilltoppers's 45
yard line. Michaels pitched a long
pass to Brown, who made a sensa-
tional shoe string catch on Hanover's
20. Michaels on a fake pass went
through the center of the line for 8
yards and then passed to Roger
Howle on the 5 yard line. After a line
plunge by Michaels, Klatte went
over to score another six pointer, this
time his tenth of the year putting
him in first place among the state's
scorers. Morris's conversion failed.
The Hilltoppers threatened to
score at this time letting loose with
a powerful running attack which
brought them inside Poly's 15 yard
line. The Rose defense stiffened and
a would be Hanover passer was
caught behind the line of scrimmage
on the fourth down. This marked
Co-captains for '41 Grid Team
Harold Bowsher, of Terre Haute, and
Earl Michaels of Riverside, Ill., halfback
and quarterback respectively, were
elected co-captains of the Rose 1941
football tecnn. These two men will suc-
ceed George Harper, retiring football
captain, who is graduating this year.
Both are juniors.
the only instance the Hilltoppers got
within striking distance of pay dirt.
Al Klatte on a fake punt formation
ran the ball 35 yards to midfield to
get things started for another po-
tential touchdown. However, after
Michaels had completed three passes
to Howle the Engineers lost the ball
on downs on Hanover's 10 yard
stripe. The half soon ended with
Rose on top 12 to O.
In the second half, Rumbley re-
ceived the opening kick-off which he
returned to his own 34. The next
play was really a thriller. Michaels
flipped a pass to Rumbley who ran
to midfield and then lateraled to
Jim Brown who in turn scooted for
50 yards to make the score 18 to O.
The last touchdown of the game was
also scored in this quarter. Hanover
punted to Klatte on the Rose 32.
Michaels slipped past 280 lb. Don
Smith at left tackle for 28 yards to
Hanover's 40. Brown ran for 10 more
and Red Sweeney, on an end around,
picked up 15 more yards. After two
unsuccessful attempts to go through
the line, Michaels passed to Rumbley
for the touchdown. Hogan failed to
convert for the extra point.
Rose put on another touchdown
march in the last frame, reaching the
Hilltoppers's 2 yard line. Klatte
bucked the line to get across to pay
dirt but Rose was offside on the
play. Michaels, on the last down, was
caught behind the line of scrimmage.
Engineers Close Season Losing
to Austin Peay 1 4 to 7
The Engineers traveled on Novem-
ber 23 to Clarksville, Tennessee,
deep in the traditional South, to en-
gage a tough Austin Peay Normal
eleven in their closing combat of
the season. The Engineers came from
behind to tie the score in the second
period and threatened to score again
but they lost the game when the
Governors pushed the winning
touchdown over in the third period.
The weather conditions and the
muddy field prevented the Engineers
from uncorking their snappy passing
attack. Their lone score, however,
was the result of a 37 yard pass from
Earl Michaels to Don Sweeney. Ray
Hogan converted for the extra point.
The Governors scored their initial
touchdown in the opening period
after they had intercepted a pass on
the Rose 45 yard stripe. Allan
Harvey, Normal fullback, passed a
long one to Reedy Sears for the
touchdown. McWhirter converted
for the extra point.
The Governors pushed their win-
ning touchdown over in the third
frame as a result of a 60 yard touch-
down march. Caraway, after two un-
successful attempts, crossed the
"Yankee" goal line from the 3 yard
line. McWhirter's boot for the extra
point was good, making the score
14 to 7.
This was the first meeting between
the two schools. Austin Peay will
travel north next year to engage the
Engineers on the Rose field.
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GRADE A GRADS
edited by Gene F. McConnell, m.e., '42
Grad of the Month
The spotlight is focused for this
month's grad on the class of 1893,
and narrowing the field a little
farther, on Mr. William H. Waite.
In Mr. Waite's own words, his boy-
hood consisted of "just high school
and a general good time." For his
higher education he entered Rose
in 1889 and was graduated with a
B.S. degree in electrical engineering
in 1893. Since that time he has been
chief engineer of the Vulcan Steam
Shovel Co. of Toledo, Ohio; chief
engineer of the National Drill and
Mfg. Co. of Barbarton, Ohio; and
sales engineer and sales manager of
the Browning Crane and Shovel Co.
of Cleveland, Ohio, being employed
in the latter position at the present
time. Mr. Waite married Katharine
Wiley of Terre Haute in 1898, and
they have one son, William Wiley,
who is the supervisor of personnel
and instruction of the New Jersey
Bell Telephone Co.
His hobbies tend to be directed
toward his chosen field and are
earth-handling and material-moving
machinery. Along with many other
persons, he considers chemical engi-
neering to be a rapidly rising field.
If so inclined, Mr. Waite advises
young men to study engineering
and especially the afore-mentioned
branch.
Departed
Goldsborough Robinson died on
November 18, 1940, from injuries
suffered in a fall. He was a public
accountant and engineer in Louis-
ville, having been graduated from
Rose in 1918 with a B.S. degree in
electrical engineering and as the
Heminway medal man of his class.
Mr. Robinson is survived by a
daughter, Catherine.
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The Class of 1940
The group of men graduated last
spring have now shouldered respon-
sibilities and gone to work. Since
several inquiries have been made as
to just what they are doing, the
latest available information about
them is contained in the following:
William Adair, Flying Cadet, U. S.
Air Corps, Maxwell Field, Alabama;
Maurice Cannon, General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.; Emil
Christiansen, The Lunkenheimer
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Robert Col-
well, Illinois-Bell Telephone Co.,
Chicago, Illinois; Stanley Craig, The
DeLaval Steam Turbine Co., Tren-
ton, N. J.; Norman Eder, General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.;
Maurice Fleming, Lt., Armored
Force School, Ft. Knox, Kentucky;
Richard Hardman, Indiana State
Highway Dept., Indianapolis, Indi-
ana; John Heltsley, The J. P. De-
vine Co., Mt. Vernon, Illinois; Mil-
ton Hosack, The Link Belt Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana; David Hug-
gins, The Erie Railroad, Marion,
Ohio; Maurice Johns, The Allison
Engineering Co., Indianapolis, Indi-
ana; Avery Kelsall, Public Service
Company of Indiana, Kokomo, In-
diana; John Kowinski, The Ice
Cream Container Co., Chicago,
Illinois; Willard Louthen, graduate
student, University of Chicago, Chi-
cago, Illinois; Willis Lucas, Indiana
State Highway Dept., Indianapolis,
Indiana; Max Mitchell, Northern
Indiana Power Co., Clinton, Indiana;
Chancellor Montgomery, Delco-
Brake Division of General Motors,
Dayton, Ohio; Richard Mullins, Ash-
land Oil & Refining Co., Ashland,
Kentucky; Frank Pearce, graduate
student, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Boston, Mass.; John
Quinn, Delco-Brake Division of
General Motors, Dayton, Ohio;
Robert Ripple, Indiana State High-
William E. Danner, form-
erly president of the
Danner Dry Goods Co.,
is electrical engineer with the Com-
mercial Solvents Corporation in
Terre Haute.
/27
way Dept., Indianapolis, Indiana;
Nick Smilanic, The Sunbeam Elec-
tric Co., Evansville, Indiana; Earl
Swickard, The Joseph E. Seagrams
& Sons Co., Lawrenceburg, Indiana;
Edward Taylor, The Standard Oil
Co., Chicago, Illinois; Frederick
Thodal, The Pratt-Whitney Co.,
Springfield, Mass.; George West,
Curt J. Joa, Inc., Sheboyagan Falls,
Wisconsin; Vernon Whitehouse,
Indiana State Highway Dept., In-
dianapolis, Indiana; Clarence Wilkin-
son, Indianapolis Power & Light Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana; Allen Wilson,
The Sunbeam Electric Co., Evans-
ville, Indiana; Walter Zehnder, The
National Starch Co., Indianapolis,
Indiana.
The Grads Advance
08 George H. Freers former-ly plant engineer and
chief engineer at the Hol-
comb and Hoke Mfg. Co. in Indian-
apolis, has joined the engineering
staff of the Marmon-Herrington Co.
of the same city.
Kenton R. Gharst is
assistant engineer in the
office of the Constructing
Quartermaster at Ft. Benjamin
Harrison.
/22
Edwin S. Booth, who pre-
viously practiced patent
law in South Bend, has
moved to Chicago.
/29 Clarence L. Muntz, withthe U. S. Geological Sur-
vey, has been transferred
to University, Louisiana.
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Some 21,500 cars and trucks are in regular
day to day service with the Bell System.
The great majority have bodies specially
developed by telephone engineers. Many
are equipped with power winches, air
compressors and pole derricks. Each of
the many types is designed to handle
particular functions in the construction
and maintenance of telephone plant.
Planning, purchasing and operating the
world's largest fleet of commercial motor
vehicles is a big job in itself.
Yet it is but part of the far bigger job:
providing the finest, fastest, friendliest
service to the millions who daily use the
telephone.
Why not give the family a ring tonight? Rates to most points
are lowest after 7 P. M. any night — and all day Sunday.
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John R. Gibbens, as
assistant engineer in the
U. S. Engineer Office, has
been transferred to Norfolk, Va.
Allen G. Stimson has
mailed in a letter on the
letter-head of the Sche-
nectady Photographic Society of
which he is president.
Howard A. Staderman is34 instructor in radio engi-
neering in the U. S. Army
Air Corps at Scott Field, Belleville,
Arthur W. Hess, with the35 N. P. Severin Co., has
been transferred to Col-
lumbus, Ohio.
Ernest J. Welsh has returned to
Louisville to work with John H.
Welsh '35.
/ Lawrence B. Carroll, with37 the Bell Telephone Co.,
has been transferred to
Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Adam H. Romeiser is em-
ployed in the Construc-
tion Dept. of the Amer-
ican Laundry Machinery Co., Chi-
cago.
/30
31
38
Cuttings
Again we revert to the past in an
effort to give the alumni a reason for
re-living their careers at Rose and
Season's Greetings
Antonow Drug Co., Inc.
Wabash at 7th Street
EVERY YOUNG MAN
NEEDS A
GOOD PHOTOGRAPH
That's why we say—
"Have your next portrait
made at—
MARTIN'S
to toss some inspiration in the paths
of those here now. Notwithstanding
the fact that our co-conspirators who
returned this year have made avail-
able enough data for a comprehen-
sive treatise on factors of stacking,
the following is offered in lieu of
another article along that line.
Back in 1901 the embryonic engi-
neer must have been interested in
book reviews because the May
Technic of that year carried a sepa-
rate department for this purpose.
R. K. Rochester had the monthly
task of editing this cultural copy.
In that issue a resume of Engineer-
Practice and Theory for Steam
Engineers appeared, among others,
to appeal to the aesthetic sense of
the readers.
Not by any means, however, was
the magazine devoted entirely to the
euphemistic side of life. Sam D.
Burge hit a highlight in financial
matters by publishing an article en-
titled "The Savings Bank as an
Economic Factor."
While not resorting to catch-
penny schemes, large numbers of
savings banks use devices to en-
courage laborers to save their small
earnings—devices such as small
banks like a child's toy bank, etc.
Wouldn't der Vater be over-
whelmed if Joe brought a piggy
bank home Christmas full of cop-
pers?
It seems rather odd that the
pioneer work in the present auto-
mobile industry was going on at this
time. These excerpts from A. W.
Clement's "Notes on Automobile
Construction" may illustrate the
A Remington Portable
The Ideal Gift for
Your Christmas
Special Keyboards for
Engineering Courses
A Real Investment
for Your Future
Remington Rand,
Inc.
674 Ohio St. C-1501
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point:
The first motor vehicles in this
country were almost all under-
powered. This fact may be par-
tially explained by the introduction
of vehicles of foreign make . . . .
The De Dion Bouton quadricycle
motor, which is one of the most
popular of French machines, has
a motor of 13/4 horse-power, and
this maximum can be sustained for
but a moment. Many of these
machines have been imported and
imitated. Two persons can not be
carried over a very ordinary grade,
however, and the driver in our
country has plenty of use for the
pedals which were originally pro-
vided for the purpose of starting.
"Sandow's Latest-Patent Spring
Grip Dumb-Bells" were neatly ad-
vertised in this issue. It is to be ad-
mitted that when one is in the grip
of spring, he acts like a dumb-bell.
Here's some competition for
Western Union.
At a meeting of the Polytechnic
Telegraph Co. the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year :
President Victor Hommel
Sec. and Treas. Sol Levi
Superintendent____Albert A. Kreiger
The Institute seemed to be very
baseball-minded at this time. None
the less important to the Rose men
of that day was the maintenance of
the elephantine tradition at Rose.
The unveiling of a new edition to
carry on the noble custom took place
prior to a baseball fracas with I. S. N.
(yes, we walloped Normal, 6-3) .
During the two recent ball games
on the home grounds "The Ele-
phant" played a very important
role in the rooting. He is made of
sheet-iron, charmingly decorated,
bears a score-card on his side, and
occupies some fifty square feet of
the back-stop. He was discovered
the morning of the Normal game
in his present position and the way
in which he got there, being a
deep secret known only to three-
fourths of the school, will not be
here divulged.
It is strange how these elephants
and lions do get around.
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FIFTEE\
When I graduated from Rose Poly-
technic Institute in June of 1924,
Calvin Coolidge was the President
of the United States and Germany
was a Republic headed by President
Ebert. No one in this country had
heard of Adolf Hitler, and Russia
was under the sway of Trotzky,
whose power was just beginning to
fade. The Fascists were already in
power in Italy, but Mussolini was
staying pretty much in the back-
ground, since in that year Parlia-
ment was opened by the King and
Mussolini made no speech. Spain
was a Military dictatorship under
de Rivera. George V was King of
England, and the Prince of Wales
made a good will trip to the United
States.
That was the year of the long and
tumultuous Democratic Convention
at Madison Square Garden at which
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, speaking
from a wheel chair, nominated Al
Smith as the Democratic presidential
candidate. For day after day no one
would back down, until finally, on
the 103rd ballot, John W. Davis,
who had long trailed far behind
William Gibbs McAdoo and Smith,
was nominated as a compromise
candidate.
Calvin Coolidge was renominated
by the Republican Party with Gen-
eral Charles Dawes as his running
mate. Radio was first used in a pres-
idential campaign, and an official
of a big radio chain remarked that
unless broadcasting of politics is
kept within reasonable bounds, the
public will tire of it as soon as the
novelty wears off. They will tune out
in the middle of it and get some
station that is sending jazz or a sym-
phony concert. He also said that
National hookups for political
speeches were outside such reason-
able bounds.
In that year Coolidge was re-
YEARS
by Harold B. Hood, '24
At the 1939 commencement exercises,
Hcrrold B. Hood of Hood and Hahn patent
attorneys of Indianapolis, presented to the
graduating class a review of the interest-
ing, unusual events which had occurred
during the fifteen years intervening be-
tween his graduation and theirs.
Requested by a previous editor and
graciously submitted by Mr. Hood, the first
portion of the article "FIFTEEN YEARS"
is hereby presented by the TECHNIC as a
review of interesting events we can all
recollect.
elected by an enormous popular vote,
and his son Calvin Coolidge Jr. died
as a result of blood poisoning in-
curred through a tennis blister.
The United States Consul at Per-
sia, named Imbrie, was beaten to
death by a Persian mob. J. Edgar
Hoover was appointed the head of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
MODERN CUTTERS
for Every Job
William Howard Taft was Chief
Justice of the United States, and
Herbert Hoover was Secretary of
Commerce. In 1924 General John
Pershing retired from the Army, and
23 radio stations were hooked to-
gether in a chain for a campaign
speech by Coolidge, while all other
stations were kept off the air.
In California, there was organized
the Pacific Coast Sportsmen's Club,
which leased 50,000 acres of moun-
tain and woodland and turned loose
thereby a motley collection of game
beasts and birds, including lions,
tigers, etc., so that wealthy sports-
men should not have to travel to
other lands to enjoy big game
hunting.
Do you remember the marathon
for GOOD CUTTERS see
Catalog No. 33. Copy on request
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. piiis
Providence, R. I.
BROWN & SHARPE
CUTTERS
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golf craze of 1938? In 1924 Rudolf
Dupan played 257 holes at Cleveland
between dawn and dark. Nicholas
Morris, at San Antonio, later started
by moonlight and played 290 con-
secutive holes.
In the field of aeronautics the di-
rectional radio beam was first used
by the Army Air Service between
Dayton, Ohio and Moundsville,
W. Va. The first dirigible, Los
Angeles, was christened; and in a
race between an airplane and carrier
pigeons from New York to Washing-
ton, the airplane won, although it
All Matters Relating to
Patents and
Trademarks
HOOD and HAHN
ARTHUR M. HOOD, Rose '93
H. B. HOOD, Rose '24
1001 Hume-Mansur Building
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
R. HOLTHAUS
GROCERIES & MEATS
13th and Oak C-3252
HERM RASSEL
TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
15 S. 7th St. C-1034
CROWN HAT SHOP
was forced to make two stops for re-
fueling during the journey. Last
November, I made that hop in a non-
stop commercial plane in less than
an hour and a half.
Mary Pickford, known for years as
"America's Sweetheart," played the
title roll in "Dorothy Vernon of
Haddon Hall" in which she was sup-
posed to be very athletic. In those
days, girl golfers wore long skirts,
sweeping the fairways, and girl
sprinters wore wide bloomers.
How many of you, who are movie
fans, know of Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, Thomas Meighan, Priscilla
Dean, Pola Negri, Rudolph Valen-
tino, Gloria Swanson, Bebe Daniels,
Colleen Moore, Leatrice Joy, and
Barbara Lamar? These were the big-
gest names in filmland in 1924, and
Victor McLaglen was just being
hailed as a "new star". Fred Astaire
and his sister Adele were appearing
on Broadway in "Lady Be Good".
The Marx Brothers were also on
Broadway, not having crashed the
movie field. They were billed not as
Groucho, Chico, and Harpo, but as
Julius, Leonard, and Arthur.
HEINL'S
FLOWER
SHOP
129 S. 7th St.
C-1025
Established 1863
Flowers Telegraphed
VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"
Drawing Equipment and Supplies
604 Wab. Ave. 815 Ohio St.
Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.
40 Years Experience
Plumbing and Heating
30-32 N. 6th St.
Phone C-2394
The world was encircled in the air.
The feat required 175 days of elapsed
time, 366 flying hours. This was the
first crossing of the Pacific by plane
as well as the first globe circling
flight by plane. Transcontinental air
mail on a 36 hour schedule was in-
augurated and a chain of light bea-
cons was completed from Cleveland,
Ohio, to Rock Springs, Wyoming.
On the water Gar Wood estab-
lished a new record of 42.06 miles
per hour, while Malcolm Campbell
made a new automobile record of
156.11 miles per hour. Russell
Maughan flew from Long Island to
San Francisco in 21 hours, 481/0
minutes, another new record.
An association of radio manufac-
turers barred the word "broadcast-
ing" from all further use and estab-
lished the proposition that from that
time forward the art of wireless
telephony should be referred to as
"radiocasting". The New York
Yankees lost the American pennant
for the first time in four years, and
the Washington Senators defeated
the New York Giants in the World
Series.
In 1924 Dr. David Todd, Professor
Emeritus at Amherst College, dis-
covered a mass of sun spots, stated
that a crack was becoming visible,
and predicted the early separation
of the sun into separate bodies.
Red Grange was the idol of the
Illinois football fans and Bobby
Jones won his first National Amateur
Golf Championship.
Von Hindenburg was elected to
the Presidency of the German Re-
public in 1925 upon the death of
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Friedrich Ebert. Ma Ferguson, wife
of the ex-Governor of Texas who had
lost his citizenship, was inaugurated
Governor while Nellie Taylor Ross
occupied the Governor's Mansion in
Wyoming.
The State of Tennessee legislated
against the theory of evolution. John
T. Scopes, a young high school
teacher, defied the legislative edict,
thus bringing about one of the most
famous trials of history, in which the
prosecution was headed by William
Jennings Bryan and the defense by
Clarence Darrow. During the trial
Bryan died, presumably of over-
exertion.
The United States submarine S-51
was rammed by a coastwise steamer
and sank with the loss of 34 of the 37
men aboard.
In that year a Chevrolet, which
was advertised as having an ex-
tremely rapid pickup, was matched
against various other automobiles at
100 yard dashes, and won them all,
but when it was matched against
Keith Lloyd, a sprinter, the best the
automobile could do was to tie the
human.
Our first airplane carrier, the
Saratoga, was launched at Camden,
New Jersey, April 7, 1925. In that
year two seaplanes set out from
Pablo Bay, California to Honolulu.
One plane failed and landed safely
on the ocean 400 miles out from
Pablo Bay, where it was quickly sal-
vaged by one of the ships which had
been spotted along the course. The
other plane got off the course, ex-
hausted its fuel, and was lost for 9
days. The Commander of the latter
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plane had carried with him, merely
to please his Mother, a small still
which she had procured for him;
and that fact preserved the lives of
all of the members of the plane crew,
since it made possible the production
of sweet water from sea water.
An American Curtiss airplane
established a new speed record of
302.3 miles an hour, and in that year,
the dirigible Shenandoah, on a rou-
tine flight over relatively flat coun-
try, was torn apart in the air by
colliding air currents with the loss
of 14 of its crew.
In the World Series the Pitts-
burgh Pirates defeated the Washing-
ton Senators 4 games to 3 by win-
ning the last two games of the series.
Earl Sande, up on Flying Ebony,
won the Kentucky Derby, and Peter
de Paolo Jr., won the Indianapolis
Motor Classic at an average speed
of 101.13.
A German woman chemist and her
two assistants announced the isola-
tion of two new elements, massurium
and rhenium. Electric refrigerators
began to come into household use,
and most of the United States was
treated to the spectacle of a total
eclipse of the sun.
(This concludes the first two
years of Mr. Hood's review of
"Fifteen Years". The article will be
continued in the next issue.)
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Theta Xi
The close of the
Rose football sea-
son, one of the best
in years, marked
the end of four
years of play for
three members of
the Theta Xi fra-
ternity. They are Captain George
Harper, Ray Hogan, and Al Klatte.
Harper and Hogan were four letter
men. Klatte won three varsity letters
in football. Ed Klecka worked effi-
ciently as manager during the last
four seasons.
Klatte won the state individual
scoring race with a total of 60 points
and was chosen fullback on the All
State Eleven picked by the Associ-
ated Press.
On November 18 Michael Percopo
of Brooklyn, New York, class of '43,
and Eldred Beckman, a senior in the
mechanical engineering department
from Chicago, Illinois, were formally
initiated into Kappa Chapter of
Theta Xi.
Kappa's first formal dance of the
season was held on Dec. 14 at the
Deming Ball Room with Jimmie
Maxwell's orchestra furnishing the
music. Chaperons for this affair were
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Dr. and Mrs. Donald Prentice, Dr.
and Mrs. O. S. Knight, and Professor
and Mrs. E. A. McLean. Arrange-
ments for this affair were in the
hands of Social Chairman Fred
Wehle.
The Chapter was recently honored
by a visit by Charles Scharpenburg,
of Bakersfield, Calfornia. Mr.
Sharpenburg was the second man
initiated into Kappa Chapter of
Theta Xi.
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma
chapter is very
happy to announce
the pledging of
William Kahn,
Sophomore in the
Chemical Engin-
eering Department. Bill comes from
Riverside, Ill., and has a brother who
is an ATO and a graduate of Rose.
ATO is certainly proud of the rec-
ord made by the Rose football team
this past season. The chapter wishes
to congraulate Brother John Combs
who at the close of the season fin-
ished up four very successful years
as regular tackle on the team. John
played most of the time in every
game and was always a constant
menace to his opponents. Congratu-
lations are also due Earl Michaels
and Harold Bowsher who were
elected co-captains of next year's
team. These two men were also
placed on the 1940 All-State team.
The chapter is planning a big
Christmas party as a prelude to the
Christmas holidays in the form of a
EMERSON B. BIGGS
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formal dance Friday evening, De-
cember 20. Plans and arrangements
are in charge of John Carroll, social
chairman. The dance will be held in
the Mayflower Room of the Terre
Haute House, and Wayne McIntyre's
orchestra will furnish the music.
At the December dinner meeting
the chapter was happy to have as its
guests Dr. Sousley and Professor
Knipmeyer. A most enjoyable din-
ner was served by the Mother's Club
after which several stories and songs
were enjoyed by all those present.
With the basketball season well
under way we hope the Engineers
will be able to turn loose some of
their potential scoring power this
season and bring home some well de-
served victories. ATO is represented
on the team this year by four re-
turning lettermen from last year's
squad; Dreher, Bowsher, Brown and
Mehagan.
Lambda Chi Alpha
The ta Kappa
Zeta met with con-
siderable success in
their attempt to
give their first open
house November
15. The party was
chaperoned by Dr. and Mrs. Sousley,
and Professor and Mrs. Stock. On
arrival, everyone was given some-
what of a surprise when they found
a new combination phonograph and
radio which was to afford the music
for the evening. The radio, which
was a gift of alumni, Mr. Russel
Archer and Mr. Charles Evinger, is
now a permanent house furnishing.
Plans are now under progress for
another open house to be given in
the near future.
In the past few weeks several im-
provements have been made on the
The Ros e Tec hnic
house. Several portions have been
remodeled, and others redecorated
so as to be more suitable for their
purpose.
The chapter as always extends a
cordial invitation to its alumni to
visit them and offer any suggestions
for improvements that they feel may
be helpful.
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon
Chapter of Sigma
Nu is happy to an-
nounce the pledg-
ing of Herbert E.
Wrancher and Car-
los A. Moore. Her-
bert is a sophomore student in the
Electrical Engineering Department
and resides at Indianapolis, Indiana.
Carlos is a sophomore Mechanical
Engineering student from Clinton,
Indiana.
The chapter was pleased to hear
that pledges Jack Warrick and Bob
Mitchell are to receive letters in
football.
Plans are being made by Brother
Clay Riley, who is house president,
for the redecoration of the chapter
house.
On Dec. 20, Friday, before Christ-
mas holidays begin, there will be a
dinner held at Antonini's in Clinton.
Following the dinner there will be a
smoker at the house. Bridge, ping-
pong, and other activities will be en-
joyed by all.
Tau Beta Pi
Tau Beta Pi is a na-
tional honorary fra-
ternity for engineers
and engineering stu-
dents. There are now
seventy-two active
chapters of Tau Beta
Pi with a total mem-
bership of 34,000.
Chapters are established all over the
country in colleges where accepted
enginering courses are offered.
November 7, the Rose chapter held
initiation for six men—Eldred Beck-
man, W. Edwin Barrick, John E.
Tracy, James R. Brown, Harold B.
TAU BETA PI ELECTS NEW MEMBERS
The Indiana Beta chapter of Tau Beta Pi at Rose now numbers eleven men. Reading from
left to right. they are, seated: H. Rolland Buell, Benjamin K. Sollars, Raymond C. Hogan, presi
dent, Quentin R. Jeffries and Charles A. Howlett. Standing: John E. Tracy. Eldred Beckmcrn,
James R. Brown, W. Edwin Barrick, George R. Schull, and Harold B. Frist.
Frist, and Benjamin K. Sollars. Of
these, the seniors were required to
stand in the upper quarter of their
class, and the juniors in the upper
eighth of their class. Character is
considered in choosing the members.
Members who were active before
the initiation are Raymond C. Hogan,
president of Tau Beta Pi, Charles
A. Howlett, Quentin R. Jeffries,
George Schull and H. Rolland Buell.
The next pledging to Tau Beta Pi
will be held about the last week in
February.
To become a Tau Beta Pi is con-
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sidered one of the highest honors
available at Rose. Although fresh-
men and sophomores are not eligible,
it is during the first years of engi-
neering education that the record is
made upon which possible member-
ship is dependent. So freshmen and
sophomores, don't give up hope—
perhaps even you can enter the
select group some day.
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SLY -- DROOLINGS
edited by Ralph E. Brown, m.e., '43
Ker: "I dreamed about you last
night."
She: "Yes?"
Ker: "Yes . . . then I got up, closed
the window, and put an extra
blanket on the bed."
Alice: "What's your father's occu-
pation, Bill?"
Bill: "My father's a cop; but I'm
no flop."
Alice: "My father's a baker; but
I'm no quaker."
Fred: "Huh, my father's a chauf-
fer, but I'm no loafer."
Helen: "Er-ah, my father's a
surgeon."
They say a hug is energy gone to
waist.
"I've just taken a shine to your
wife," said the stork to the negro
when leaving the house.
Suitor: "Suh, I want your daw'ter
fur my wife."
Father: "No suh, I don't think I
wants to trade."
By the time a wise guy is old
enough to marry, a fool has children
big enough to support him.
Editor: "Give me a sentence with
the word 'discrepancy' in it."
Yours truly: "Read discrepancy
how you like it."
Doctor Sousley: "I hope I haven't
talked too long, but I haven't my
glasses and I can't see my watch."
Pera: "Why don't you look at the
calendar?"
Some one told us that Bowsher
ruined the mechanical calculator in
the Civil Lab. He divided a number
by zero and burned out the bearings.
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Headline: Burglar raids debut-
ante's room and steals all her lin-
gerie. (Quite an undi-taking no
doubt.)
The gas company in a small college
town has inserted the following ad-
vertisement in the local newspaper:
"Wanted: Hard boiled beauty-
proof man to read meters in sorority
houses. We haven't made a dollar in
two years."
A wealthy, elderly bachelor adver-
tised for a wife to share his estate
in return for bearing him an heir.
Four years passed and the villagers
decided the woman had misrepre-
sented herself. When questioned she
replied, "The old man is indeed
heir-minded; but he is far from be-
ing heir-conditioned."
Schull: "A girl's greatest attrac-
tion is her hair."
Nichols: "Nope, I think it's her
smile. What do you think, Eddie?"
Cook: "I think the same as you
guys do, but I'll be d-if I'll lie
about it."
"Do you know anything about
Latin syntax?"
"Did they have a national defense
tax, too."
Professor: "Describe the mechan-
ism of a steam shovel."
Stude: "Don't kid me. You can't
carry steam on a shovel."
Alice: "I can't go to the masquer-
ade with Lyndon."
Friend: "Why not?"
Alice: "I'm going in my Hawaiian
costume and he's going as a harvest
hand."
A girlie whose name doesn't matter,
Found that she got fatter and fatter
But she dieted so well
That she now looks like hell,
And there isn't a place you can
patter.
She: "Who said you could kiss
me, Winston?"
Winston: "Everybody."
He: "Where can I get hold of
you?"
She: "I don't know; I'm awfully
ticklish."
A kiss is a peculiar proposition.
Of no use to one, yet absolute bliss
to two. The small boy gets it for
nothing, the young man has to lie
for it, and the old man has to buy it;
the baby's right, the lover's privilege,
and the hypocrite's mask. To a young
girl, faith; to a married woman,
hope; and to an old maid, charity.
Friend: "But isn't your son sort of
listless, Mr. Strassel?"
Mr. Strassel: "Oh, no! He's got a
list of blonds, a list of brunettes, and
a list of redheads."
Friend: "Which of your works of
fiction do you consider the best?"
Author: "My last income tax re-
turn."
Local Woman: "My husband is the
only man who ever kissed me."
Neighbor: "Are you bragging or
complaining?"
You can't eat your cake and have
IT.
Dere ain't no justice in dis here land,
Ah got a divorce from mah old man
But I laughed at the court's decision
They gave him the kids, and dey
ain't his'n.
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MICROANALYSIS
TN ordinary chemical analysis, where material is plentiful,
-I the work is done on a scale most suitable for obtaining the
results sought. Samples are relatively abundant; they may be
used prodigally.
Not always, however, is the material for test so plentiful. The
General Electric Research Laboratory at Schenectady, N. Y.,
handles the exceptions with its facilities for "microchemistry,"
in which the amount of test material available controls both
the scale of operations and the strategy of attack. Micro-
analyst Charles Van Brunt, Harvard, '92, of the laboratory
staff is prepared to test material whose limit in smallness is
set only by the refinements of manipulation attainable under
the microscope with the aid of a "micromanipulator."
Seldom does Van Brunt attempt to identify or classify ma-
terials in solution volumes less than a cubic millimeter (about
the size of a pinhead). But to analyze an ordinary drop, as
delivered from a medicine dropper, is comparatively coarse
work for him—near the upper limit of the true microchemical
range.
voAr VI I h 1 4/0k/
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FROZEN LIGHT
THE "late" Baron Munchausen was accredited (by him-self) with incredible feats among which was freezing the
ring of a bell. Recently, however, General Electric Research
Laboratory scientists at Schenectady, N. Y., outdid the Baron
by freezing light.
In producing this frozen light, G-E scientists submerged
fluorescent plates in a large thermos bottle of liquid air
with a temperature of 32o degrees below zero. The bottle,
and the plates were then bombarded by x-rays, exciting the
atoms of fluorescent material on the plates literally freezing
them stiff. When the plates were removed and allowed to
warm up, they glowed with all the colors of the rainbow.
A " bottle" of frozen light was sent to East Orange, N. J.,
where it was unveiled in connection with the ceremonies
marking the premiere of the motion picture, "Edison, The
Man."
RADIO TURKISH BATH
RATS and moisture seem to be the two chief enemies ofradio sets in the tropics. A letter from the Belgian Congo
testifies to the rats; the evidence for the humidity is already
ample. Except for recommending traps, there is little the
General Electric Company can do about the rats, but the
study of humidity is right up its alley since G-E engineers at
Bridgeport, Conn., have built a humidity chamber capable of
reproducing the weather conditions of the tropics.
Lamps under water tanks provide humidity by vaporization,
and generate enough heat to maintain a temperature of about
ioo F. Humidity and temperature are controlled by time
clocks outside the sealed chamber, while uniform weather
conditions are maintained within the chamber by circulating
fans.
Radio receivers placed in this room are continuously sub-
jected to conditions far more severe than those of the tropics
until failures occur in the sets. In this way, young engineering
college graduates enrolled in the G-E Test Course gather
data which contribute to the improvement of radio, not only
in the tropics, but everywhere that radios are used.
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